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At the pinnacle of computational imaging is the co-optimization 

of camera and algorithm. This, however, is not the only form of 

computational imaging. In problems such as imaging through 

adverse weather, the bigger challenge is how to accurately simulate 

the forward degradation process so that we can synthesize data to 

train reconstruction models and/or integrating the forward 

model as part of the reconstruction algorithm. In this talk, I will 

elaborate on a new concept I called computational image 

formation (CIF). Compared to the standard inverse problems 

where the goal is to recover the latent image x from the 

observation y = G(x), CIF shis the focus to designing an 

approximate mapping H such that H approx= G while giving a 

good image reconstruction result. The word “computational” 

highlights the fact that the image formation is now replaced by a 

numerical simulator. While matching the mother nature remains 

an important goal, CIF pays even greater attention on strategically 

choosing an H so that the reconstruction performance is 

maximized. I will discuss the meaning of CIF, and use imaging 

through turbulence as a case study to explain the concept. 
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